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Abstract: Faults between stator winding turns of synchronous generators have led to specific changes
in the harmonic content of currents. In this paper, these changes are used to detect faults in variable-
speed synchronous generators connected to three-level converters during their operation. Currents
typically measured for control purposes are used to avoid installation of additional sensors. The
neutral point current of the three-level converter is also evaluated under faults in the generator.
Encoder-tuned dynamic filters based on Park transformation and Fourier coefficients together with
low-pass filters are used to detect the selected harmonics under variable speeds. The geometric loci
of these components are proposed as a method to distinguish between healthy and faulty conditions.
Simulation and experimental data are used to test sensitivity, selectivity and detection time of the
proposed technique for different fault types. Generalization for a different generator is also presented
and tested. Most fault cases were detected using the harmonics.

Keywords: fault detection; protection; stator faults; turn faults; synchronous generator; variable
speed; voltage-source converters; three-level converter

1. Introduction

Synchronous Generators (SG) have been used in variable-speed wind turbines con-
nected to four-quadrant inverters operating as Voltage-Source Converters (VSCs) [1]. VSCs
with two levels are employed in most applications, but n-Level Neutral Point Clamped (nL-
NPC) and Modular Multilevel Converters (MMC) also have been used [2–4]. The Wound
Rotor Synchronous Generator (WRSG) and Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
(PMSG) are the most used in the industry, especially as the number of poles increases [1].
Most are three-phase; however, it is also common to find machines with more phases [5,6].

These generators are submitted to harsh conditions and are susceptible to present me-
chanical or electrical faults. Most mechanical faults involve the gearbox and bearings [7,8],
as most electrical faults occur in the stator winding [7,9]. Insulation failure, which causes
short-circuits between turns, is the most cited cause [7]. These are called turn faults and,
depending on the stator winding distribution, can involve turns of the same phase or
different phases and are divided into the fault types reported in the literature: interturn,
interbranch and phase-to-phase, which may involve the ground or not [10]. If not detected
early, these faults may damage the whole winding.

Predictive maintenance and diagnostic techniques are used to monitor the condition
of the winding and to detect stator fault tendency [7,11,12]. However, for these techniques,
there is no evaluation of the time for fault detection and online operation [7,13]. A com-
prehensive review of these techniques for permanent magnet synchronous machines is
presented in [14]; however, there is a lack of papers addressing it for WRSG. Protection
techniques are adopted aiming to minimize the damage caused by the faults, by detecting
and isolating them in short periods of time.
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Fault cases in which high line current values or differential currents are verified can
be detected by overcurrent and differential protection functions adapted for variable-speed
applications [15]. However, there are fault cases with low current levels and no differential
current, which require other alternatives [7,13,16].

In order to detect this type of fault, current differences between branches for multi-
winding machines, stray flux and vibrations can be used but they require installation and
calibration of additional sensors [7,11,17]. Current and voltage signature analysis is an
alternative to avoid using additional sensors, as it can be performed using the signals
measured for controlling purposes of the machine and converter [7,12,13,18,19]. This
approach does not require hardware changes and makes it possible to embed the fault
detection technique together with the converter control algorithm.

The current signature approach uses time-frequency domain analysis tools, such as
Fourier Transform (FT), Wavelet Transform (WT) and Multiple Reference Frames Theory
(MRFT) to identify spectral changes in stator and rotor signals that are related to the stator
fault occurrence [19–26]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Kalman Filter have also
been studied for stator fault detection [27,28]. Model- and observer-based techniques can
also be used instead of signature analysis for the fault detection of electric machines [29].

Line currents (Iabc), field currents (I f ) and dq transformation currents (Idq) of the WRSG
have been used to detect stator faults [13,20,30]. Harmonic content analysis is the most
reported in the literature [7] but some use, instead of spectral analysis, zero and nega-
tive sequence monitoring to detect machine imbalance caused by turn faults [16,24,25,31].
Electrical faults cause asymmetry in the SG stator winding, consequently unbalancing
fundamental harmonics of the line currents, leading to zero- and negative-sequence com-
ponents [25].

The third harmonic in Iabc, second harmonic in I f and second harmonic in Idq are
related to stator faults [13,21,22,32]. These characteristic harmonics can be used to detect
stator faults. The variable-speed operation needs to be considered during the isolation of
the harmonic content of each current.

These spectral changes and the respective detection techniques have been reported for
fixed-speed generators and variable-speed motors. However, there is a lack of publications
evaluating them in variable-speed generator systems. Moreover, these have not been
compared for similar fault cases and there are no publications evaluating them or the effects
of internal faults in generators connected to multi-level converters.

For a WRSG connected to a 3LNPC VSC, for example, besides Iabc, Idq and I f , the DC
neutral point current (Inp) of the converter is also available, as it can be used for DC voltage
(VDC = V+

DC + V−DC) balance monitoring and control [33]. This current is directly related
to Iabc and the difference between V+

DC and V−DC. Under normal conditions (V+
DC = V−DC

and Iabc symmetrical), Inp is only composed by a frequency equal to the third harmonic of
Iabc. If V+

DC 6= V−DC, Inp presents a mean value; if Iabc is unbalanced, Inp has a component
with a frequency equal to the fundamental harmonic of Iabc [33]. Although there are many
studies concerning 3LNPC operation under unbalanced AC currents, none have evaluated
the effects of a faulty machine in Inp.

Contributions and Text Organization

Therefore, in this paper, changes in the spectrum of currents typically measured for
control purposes of the variable-speed WRSG connected to a 3LNPC converter are used to
detect faults between stator winding turns. The third harmonic in Iabc, imbalance in Iabc,
second harmonic in I f and fundamental harmonic in Inp are compared under the same
fault conditions. Dynamic bandpass filters based on dq transformation and Fourier series,
with a frequency set by encoder measurements, are used to isolate the desired harmonic
content. The geometric loci of the isolated current components are employed to detect
between healthy and faulty conditions.

Simulation and experimental data are used for the evaluation. The mathematical
equations of the generator under stator faults, 3LNPC converter and control loops used in
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the simulation are presented, as well as the experimental setup used to test the technique.
In order to evaluate the applicability of the proposed indicator to different generator ratings,
a 4.5 MW WRSG machine is simulated for internal faults.

One of the innovations of this paper is the evaluation of the neutral point current
of the 3LNPC as a fault indicator, along with generator line and field currents. Another
contribution of this paper is the evaluation of these components as a potential protection
function; for this purpose, sensitivity, fault detection time and selectivity are analyzed.
Moreover, in this paper, a transient analysis is included in the simulation and experimental
tests to evaluate the dynamic response of the components considered here. This approach
is not common in fault diagnosis papers, which usually analyze data from healthy and
faulty steady states to detect incipient faults. Currents typically measured for control in a
WRSG-3LNPC setup are considered here to avoid the need to install additional sensors;
so, the same evaluation presented here may be reproduced in real machines with simple
software implementation.

It should be emphasized that the main objective of this paper is to detect stator fault
occurrence fast in order to avoid further damage in the scenario of a severe short-circuit
between stator winding turns—it is not to indicate the tendency or the probability of
fault occurrence. Fault location and classification are not within the scope of this paper.
Moreover, the aim is not to present a definite protection device for faults between stator
winding turns of synchronous generators nor to present a comparative evaluation of
existing protection devices.

This work is divided as follows: Section 2 presents the mathematical model analysis
of the variable-speed WRSG with stator winding faults connected to the 3LNPC; Section 3
presents the simulation of three stator fault cases in order to determine the harmonic com-
ponents related to them; Section 4 describes the setup used for experimental validation and
presents the data analysis of three stator fault cases of the same type as the faults presented
in Section 3; Section 5 introduces the proposed fault detection technique; Section 6 addresses
the setting of the proposed method and its preliminary evaluation using experimental data
of the generator with and without turn faults; Section 7 evaluates the sensitivity of the
proposed method for different fault types using experimental data; Section 8 presents the
time for detecting different fault cases; Section 9 presents the selectivity analysis using
simulation data; Section 10 discusses the effects of sensor loss and measurement noises;
Section 11 presents the evaluation of the proposed technique for a simulated 4.5 MW WRSG;
finally, in Section 12, the conclusion is drawn.

2. Model Representation of Stator Turn Faults in Variable-Speed
Synchronous Generators

The configuration of the variable-speed SG and 3LNPC illustrated in Figure 1 is used
as a reference for the model description and to present the measurements considered in
this paper.

A A

3LNPC

WRSG

A

Figure 1. Current measures considered for the WRSG connected to the 3LNPC VSC.

Faults involving stator winding turns of an SG with multiple branches per phase can
be classified as follows: interturn (IT) if turns of the same branch are involved; interbranch
(IB) for turns of different branches and same phase; phase-to-phase (PTP) for faults between
different phases [10]. Figure 2 illustrates these types of faults in a generator with two
parallel branches per phase. Generators that have one winding per phase do not have IB
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faults. Most of these faults occur inside the slots; therefore, faults involving turns of three
phases are unlikely to happen [21].

Phase-to-phase

Interbranch Interturn
a b c

Figure 2. Types of faults caused by short-circuits between turns in a three-phase multi-winding SG:
interturn (IT), interbranch (IB) and phase-to-phase (PTP).

2.1. Faulty WRSG Equations

The mathematical model of a faulty WRSG is given by (1)–(6). For these equations,
a fault between turns of phase a is considered. The phase a winding is divided into
parts with subscripts “ah” and “ f ault” [34–36]. Damper-winding-related terms were
omitted to simplify the model description and reduce the order of the vectors and matrices
presented below.

Equation (1) is the voltage equation used to model the machine, where v is the vector
with voltage values, i the current vector and ϕ the flux. These vectors are given by (2)–(4).
Note that v f ault = 0 because a short-circuit is considered.

v = Ri +
dϕ

dt
(1)

v = [vah vb vc 0 v f ]
T (2)

i = [iah ib ic i f ault i f ]
T (3)

ϕ = Li = [ϕah ϕb ϕc ϕ f ault ϕ f ]
T (4)

Resistance (R) and inductance (L) matrices are described by (5) and (6). Inductance
calculation of faulty machines are performed through a Winding Function Approach
(WFA) [21].

R =


Rah 0 0 0 0
0 Rb 0 0 0
0 0 Rc 0 0
0 0 0 R f ault 0
0 0 0 0 R f

 (5)

L =


Lah Lahb Lahc Lah f ault Lah f
Lahb Lb Lbc L f aultb Lb f
Lahc Lbc Lc L f aultc Lc f

Lah f ault L f aultb L f aultc L f ault L f ault f
Lah f Lb f Lc f L f ault f L f

 (6)

From Equations (4) and (6), the coupling between the faulty and functional parts
of the involved phase is noted. The faulty part is also coupled with other phases and
field winding.

Numerical simulation of the WRSG is performed using voltage as input to solve
Equation (1). The average or switched output voltages of the NPC converter are assumed
because it is used to control the WRSG. In this paper, the switched voltages, described
in the following section, are considered. The NPC voltage values depend on the control
algorithm output and Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) stage.
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2.2. 3LNPC Equations

The output voltages of a 3LNPC VSC are given in (7) [33], where vx is the AC voltage
(x = a, b and c); vp = V+

DC and vn = V−DC, as illustrated in Figure 1; s11x and s22x are the
switching functions, determined by the PWM stage; f (mx) = 1 and f (−mx) = 0 if mx > 0,
f (mx) = 0 and f (−mx) = 1 if mx < 0; mx is the modulating signal, defined as (8).

vx(t) = vp(t)s11x(t) f (mx) + vn(t)s22x(t) f (−mx); (7)

For a sinusoidal PWM, the modulating signal of each phase is determined by (8),
where munb is the VDC balance control; vx,ctrl is given by performing the inverse dq trans-
formation to the current control outputs (12) and (13). Both are defined in the next section.
The measured VDC is typically used, and it is considered that the grid-side control is able to
regulate the VDC.

mx = 2
vx,ctrl

VDC
+ munb (8)

The currents ip, in and inp are defined as (9) [33]. These currents are expressed in terms
of the 3LNPC AC currents (which are the WRSG line currents) and switching functions
(sabc). Therefore, it is expected that imbalance and spectral changes in the AC currents will
directly affect the DC currents.

ip(t) = s11a(t)ia(t) + s11b(t)ib(t) + s11c(t)ic(t);

in(t) = s22a(t)ia(t) + s22b(t)ib(t) + s22c(t)ic(t);

inp(t) = −[ip(t) + in(t)] + [ia(t) + ib(t) + ic(t)];

(9)

2.3. Control Equations

The current control of the WRSG is usually performed in the dq reference frame [37].
The healthy WRSG stator equation in the dq reference frame is given by (10), where id and
iq are the stator currents in dq frame; Rs is the stator resistance; the stator inductances in dq
reference are Ld and Lq; the magnetization inductance in the d axis is Lmd; ωe is the electrical
angular speed; vd and vq are the stator voltages in dq frame; and i f is the field current.

d
dt

[
iq
id

]
=

[
− Rs

Lq
−ωe Ld

Lq
ωe Lq

Ld
− Rs

Ld

][
iq
id

]
+

[ vq−ωe Lmdi f
Lq
vd
Ld

]
(10)

The rotor equation is given by (11). The field resistance is R f , the inductance is L f and
v f is the field voltage.

L f
di f

dt
= −R f i f + v f (11)

The dq voltages required for iq and id currents control are given, respectively, by (12) and (13).
PI controllers with transfer function GPIn(s) are typically used to minimize the error between
reference and measured currents.

vq,ctrl = GPI1(s)(iq,re f − iq) + ωeLmdi f + ωeLdid (12)

vd,ctrl = GPI2(s)(id,re f − id)−ωeLqiq (13)

The voltage required for field current control is given by (14).

v f ,ctrl = GPI3(s)(i f ,re f − i f ) (14)
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The relationship between ωe and the electromagnetic torque is given in (15), where J is
the moment of inertia and Pp the number of pole pairs. If i f is kept constant and id is zero,
then the electromagnetic torque is proportional to the iq value. Tm is the mechanical torque.

dωe

dt
=

3
2J

Pp[−Lmdi f iq + (Lmq − Lmd)idiq] + Tm (15)

Therefore, the reference for the iq required for the speed control (iq,re f ) is given by (16).

iq,re f = GPI4(s)(ωe,re f −ωe) (16)

3LNPC requires vp and vn balance control, performed by adding munb to the modu-
lating signals of the phases (mabc) [33]. This control is presented in (17), where |vp − vn| is
the mean value of the DC voltage imbalance, kP the gain of the proportional controller and
sgn(iq) = 1 if iq > 0 or sgn(iq) = −1 if iq < 0.

munb = kP(|vp − vn|)sgn(iq) (17)

The controller design and tuning method description are not within the scope of
this paper.

2.4. WRSG, 3LNPC and Control Integration

Equations (1)–(17) are used together to simulate the WRSG controlled by the 3LNPC
during turn faults in the stator winding. Figure 3 illustrates the interconnection of the
faulty WRSG, the 3LNPC and control equations.

Control
Equations
and PWM
(12)-(13)

3LNPC
Equations

(7)-(9)

WRSG
Equations

(1)-(6)
and (15)

Currents and rotor position

Voltages and currents

Figure 3. Integration of the WRSG, 3LNPC and control models.

2.5. Simulation of the Transient Conditions

During the simulation, the elements of the inductance matrix are determined via
lookup tables, which can be used to store inductance values of healthy and faulty con-
ditions. This approach makes it possible to change from healthy to faulty conditions
during simulation.

Considering the fault described in Section 2.1, the values of the inductance related to
the remaining operating portion (Lahx) are determined according to (18), where f ault is the
variable that defines healthy ( f ault = 0) and faulty ( f ault = 1) conditions. The values Lahx
and Lax,healthy are determined through WFA using the respective winding functions.{

Lahx = Lax,healthy, f ault = 0;
Lahx = Lahx, f ault = 1.

(18)

The values of inductance related to the faulty portion (La f aultx) are determined accord-
ing to (19), where the constant k = 0.0001 is used to cancel the fault-related terms of the
inductance matrix. This constant must be small enough to cancel these elements, which
will result in very small currents; k must be greater than zero in order to avoid numerical
instability during the simulation. The values of La f aultx are determined though WFA using
the respective winding functions.{

La f aultx = k La f aultx, f ault = 0;
La f aultx = La f aultx, f ault = 1.

(19)
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The resistance matrix also has to be changed. The value of resistance of the remaining
operating portion (Rah) is determined according to (20).{

Rah = Rs, f ault = 0;
Rah = Rah, f ault = 1.

(20)

The resistance of the faulty portion (Ra f ault) is determined according to (21), where
Ra f ault = Rs − Rah. Fault resistance may be added to Ra f ault.{

Ra f ault = k Ra f ault, f ault = 0;
Ra f ault = Ra f ault, f ault = 1.

(21)

3. Simulation Analysis

The equations of the WRSG, 3LNPC and control loops presented in the last section
were used to conduct the simulation and analysis of the effects of the faults between stator
winding turns. These equations were solved numerically using Matlab and Simulink
software (version 2021b).

The simulated WRSG is the same machine presented in Section 4; its electrical and
constructive parameters are presented in Table 1 [10]. The stator winding functions (nabc),
field winding function (n f ) and gap function (gap) are illustrated in Figure 4.

Table 1. WRSG, grid and converter parameters.

WRSG

Sn 2 kVA Vn 230 V fn 60 Hz
ωn 1800 rpm I f n 209.1 mA Rs 0.056 p.u.
Xd 1.463 p.u. Xq 0.778 p.u. X0 0.166 p.u.
R f 9.16 p.u. L f 1 H Pp 2
J 0.0746 g·m2 Ns 108 N f 2000

gapd 0.7 mm gapq 10 cm nslot 48
rr 74.3 mm rs 120 mm lr 60 mm

Grid

Vn 220 V Scc 100 kVA fn 60 Hz

Converter

fpwm 10 kHz CDC 1 mF VDC 500 V

0 /2 3 /2 2
-108

-54
0

54
108

n a
bc

na

nb

nc

-2000
0

2000

n f

0 /2 3 /2 2
(rad)

0.0
0.05

0.1

ga
p(

m
)

Figure 4. Stator winding functions (nabc), field winding function (n f ) and gap function (gap). Field
winding and gap functions are described considering that the rotor position is in the axis of phase a.
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The following fault cases were considered:

• The IT fault involving turns of the phase a winding was simulated;
• The IB fault involving turns located in the middle of each branch of phase a was simulated;
• The PTP fault involving turns located in the middle of a single branch of phases a and

c was simulated.

The winding distributions for these three faults are illustrated in Figure 5. The IT and
IB faults divide the phase a winding into two portions: nah and n f ault. The PTP fault also
divides the phase c winding; therefore, there are three functions: nah, nch and n f ault.

-108
-54

0
54

108

n I
T nah

nfault

-108
-54

0
54

108

n I
B nah

nfault

0 /2 3 /2 2
(rad)

-108
-54

0
54

108

n P
TP

nah

nch

nfault

Figure 5. Winding functions for the three fault types: nIT , nIB and nPTP.

Figure 6 illustrates that the fault current (I f ault) is distorted for the three fault types.
Furthermore, the fault occurrence causes distortion of the currents Iabc, Idq, I f and Inp.

5

0

5

I fa
ul

t(
A) IT

IB
PTP

10

0

10

I a
bc

(A
) IT

IB
PTP

0.25

0.50

0.75

If g
en

(A
) IT

IB
PTP

1

0

1

Id
ge

n
(A

) IT
IB
PTP

5.0

7.5

Iq
ge

n
(A

) IT
IB
PTP

0.30 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.40
time (s)

5
0
5

I n
p
(A

) IT
IB
PTP

Figure 6. Simulated I f ault, Iabc, Idq, I f and Inp under healthy condition, IT, IB and PTP faults.
Fundamental frequency: 60 Hz.
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Performing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), using normal and fault case waveforms,
makes it possible to identify spectrum changes in these currents. Figure 7 illustrates the
results obtained using the simulated data.

Analyzing the Fourier spectrum shown in Figure 7, it is noted that I f ault and Iabc have
the same harmonic components during the faults. This effect is expected because of the
coupling between the winding of each phase and the turns involved in the fault. Moreover,
the fault occurrence affects the spectrum of Idq, I f and Inp.

The behavior reported in the literature [32,34] is confirmed: the fault current presents
non-fundamental harmonics, in which the third harmonic is the most relevant. Under inter-
nal faults, there is also an imbalance in the line current fundamental harmonics (I1

abc), third
harmonics in the line currents (I3

abc) and second harmonics in the field current (I2
f ) and dq

currents (I2
dq). Furthermore, it is shown that the fault in the WRSG causes fundamental

harmonics in the NPC neutral current (I1
np).

0

5

|Im fa
ul

t|(
A) Healthy

IT
IB
PTP

0

5

|Im a
|(

A) Healthy
IT

IB
PTP

0

5

|Im b
|(

A) Healthy
IT

IB
PTP

0

5

|Im c
|(

A) Healthy
IT

IB
PTP

0.0

0.5

|Im f
|(

A) Healthy
IT

IB
PTP

0.0

0.5

|Im d
|(

A) Healthy
IT

IB
PTP

0

5

|Im q
|(

A) Healthy
IT

IB
PTP

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
m

0.0

2.5

|Im np
|(

A) Healthy
IT

IB
PTP

Figure 7. FFT magnitude spectrum of simulated I f ault, Iabc, Idq, I f and Inp under healthy and faulty
conditions. Fundamental frequency (m = 1): 60 Hz.

4. Experimental Analysis

Figure 8 illustrates the experimental setup utilized in this paper. It is constituted of
the following: one 4.5 kVA two-level VSC (2LVSC) and one 10 kVA 3LNPC VSC, both with
VDC,max = 600 V and fpwm = 10 kHz; one buck converter with ratio Vin/Vout = 400/200 V
for field supply; one three-phase salient-pole WRSG with Snom = 2 kVA and Vnom = 220 V;
one inverter-driven three-phase SCIM with Snom = 2 kVA and Vnom = 220 V; switches;
voltage and current sensing boards; resistor bank for fault current limitation; one controller;
one computer for programming and monitoring.
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A Direct Torque Controlled (DTC) Squirrel-Cage Induction Motor (SCIM) is used as
the mechanical torque source. The SCIM and WRSG are illustrated in Figure 8b. The rotor
position of the WRSG is determined by a 10-bit absolute encoder installed on its shaft.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Experimental setup: (a) converters, measuring boards, controller and computer; (b) WRSG
and SCIM.

The WRSG used in the experimental setup is a four-pole machine with two branches
per phase. There are 24 taps that make it possible to apply IT, IB and PTP faults during
different operation cases; their distribution is shown in Figure 9. This specific WRSG is
thoroughly described in [10].

The WRSG is wye connected, with the two branches of each phase in parallel, in order
to operate on its rated power in a 220 V line voltage system. The generator and converter
are not grounded to reduce current ripple [33].

D01: 0.46%

D04: 12.5%

D02: 2.31%

D03: 9.72%

D09: 29.6%

D10: 32.4%

D13: 50.0%

D16: 61.6%

D21: 79.6%

D22: 82.4%

D06: 14.8%

D07: 22.2%

D11: 42.2%

D12: 44.9%

D18: 64.8%

D19: 72.2%

D23: 92.1%

D24: 94.9%

D14: 52.3%

D15: 59.7%

D05: 12.9%

D08: 25.0%

D17: 62.5%

D20: 74.1%

T01 T02 T03

T01 T05 T06

T07 T08 T09

T10 T11 T12

phase a phase b phase c

Figure 9. Winding tap distribution of the WRSG used in the experimental setup.

The faults are applied during operation to include measurements before and after
fault occurrence, as well as the transient caused by the fault. A switch is used to apply the
faults using the taps presented in Figure 9. A resistor is connected to avoid damaging the
generator and converter during the tests.

Using the experimental setup described, currents were analyzed under healthy and
faulty conditions. Figure 10 illustrates the FFT decomposition of the currents Iabc, Idq, I f
and Inp for three fault cases. These results were obtained using the FFT performed with
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the cycle length adjusted according to machine speed (kept constant) in order to avoid
spectral leakage.
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Figure 10. FFT magnitude spectrum of I f ault, Iabc, Idq, I f and Inp under healthy and faulty conditions.
Fundamental frequency (m = 1): 60 Hz.

Figure 10 shows the same components observed in Figure 7; however, the amplitude
of the harmonic components is different because of the accuracy of the simulation model
and differences between the simulated and experimental fault scenarios. Nevertheless,
comparing the results presented in both figures, it is noted that, for the three fault types,
the component m = 3 is the most relevant fault-related harmonics in currents I f ault and
Iabc, m = 2 is the most relevant in currents I f and Idq, m = 1 in current Inp, and the fault
causes imbalance in Iabc.

5. Approach for Fault Detection in Variable-Speed Synchronous Generators

Harmonic content estimation of signals with fundamental frequency variation is often
performed by dynamically changing the sampling rate or window size and applying the
Fourier transform using the data contained in the window [15]. Another approach is
adopted here: detection of these harmonics using bandpass filters with frequency dynami-
cally set by encoder measurements. These filters use abc/dq transformation and Fourier
series concepts together with low-pass filters to isolate the characteristic harmonics. Both
approaches may be used and a comparative study of them is not within the scope of
this paper.

The negative-sequence component and third harmonic in Iabc are expressed in dq
coordinates, second harmonic in I f and the fundamental in Inp are expressed in sin and
cos coefficients (< and = notation may be used). The reference for dq transform and
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Fourier coefficient calculation is given by the encoder normally used to control the WRSG,
as mechanical and field speeds are synchronized.

5.1. Harmonics Filtering under Variable-Speed

For the filtering process used in currents Iabc, dq transformation is performed with
the reference axis given by the field position (θele) multiplied by the harmonic order of
interest (m) to detect the third harmonic m = 3 and to detect the negative-sequence
m = −1. A similar filtering approach is used to isolate fault-related harmonics on induction
motors [20]. The field position is calculated using the rotor mechanical angular position
(θmec) and the number of pole pairs (Pp): θele = Pp × θmec.

Currents Iabc are mainly constituted of a predominant fundamental harmonic with
position θele that appears as an oscillation of harmonic frequency |m− 1| in the outputs of
the dq transformation. When a turn fault occurs and there is a component Im

abc, the output
will have a mean value different from zero. A low-pass filter is used to eliminate the
oscillation; therefore, it gives the value of the m component in dq coordinates: I−dq represents

negative-sequence and I3
dq represents the third harmonic.

The dq transformation is performed as (22), where m is the harmonic to be detected.
Where both Idq and Iabc values are instantaneous, there is no data window definition.[

Im′
d

Im′
q

]
=

2
3

sin(mθele) sin(mθele − 2π
3 ) sin(mθele +

2π
3 )

cos(mθele) cos(mθele − 2π
3 ) cos(mθele +

2π
3 )

Ia
Ib
Ic

 (22)

For instance, if the currents [Ia Ib Ic]
T have the form presented in (23), where a1 is the

amplitude of the fundamental component and am is the amplitude of the m harmonic, we
have the following: Ia

Ib
Ic

 =

 a1 sin(θe) + am sin(m θe)
a1 sin

(
θe − 2 π

3
)
− am sin

( 2 π
3 −m θe

)
a1 sin

(
θe +

2 π
3
)
+ am sin

( 2 π
3 + m θe

)
 (23)

The result of performing (22) is shown in (24). It is noted that the output has a mean
value am and oscillatory component with frequency m− 1 and amplitude a1. Then, (24) is
filtered to isolate the mean value, which is the amplitude am.[

Im′
d

Im′
q

]
=

[
am + a1 cos(θe (m− 1))
−a1 sin(θe (m− 1))

]
(24)

If the m component does not have the same phase as the fundamental components,
the value am will be divided in the components Im

d and Im
q . Therefore, it is convenient to

monitor both components simultaneously or the geometric locus of Im
dq.

A Fourier-based approach is used for detecting I2
f and I1

np. The coefficients Am and Bm

for a given component m are calculated as in (25), with I,(t) as I f or Inp.

Am = 2
T
∫ T

0 I,(t) cos(mθele)dθ

Bm = 2
T
∫ T

0 I,(t) sin(mθele)dθ

(25)

For the filtering process based on these coefficients, the instantaneous value of the
signal I, is multiplied by the sin and cos of mθele. A similar approach is employed for
single-phase converter grid synchronization. Field position θele is used to dynamically
change the filter setting according to the generator speed.

The products I,(t) sin(mθele) and I,(t) cos(mθele) will have oscillation if harmonics
other than m are present in the signal, and the mean value is different to zero if m is present.
Therefore, a low-pass filter is used to eliminate the oscillation, giving the value of the
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desired harmonic sin and cos coefficients: I2
f ,sin and I2

f ,cos represent the second harmonic

in I f , as I1
np,sin and I1

np,cos the fundamental in Inp. This approach uses the low-pass filter
instead of the periodic integral used in (25).

For instance, if the current I, has the form presented in (26), where a0 is the mean value
and am is the amplitude of the m harmonic, then

I, = a0 + am cos(mθe) (26)

The result of performing (25) is shown in (27). It is noted that the output has a mean
value am and oscillatory component with frequency m and amplitude a0. Then, (27) is
filtered to isolate the mean value, which is the amplitude am.[

Im′
sin

Im′
cos

]
=

[ 1
2 am + a0 sin(m θe)− 1

2 am cos(2m θe)
a0 sin(m θe)− 1

2 am sin(2m θe)

]
(27)

If the m component has a different phase, the value am will be divided into the compo-
nents Im

sin and Im
cos. Therefore, it is convenient to monitor both components simultaneously,

or their geometric locus.
Low-pass filters are used to eliminate oscillations and give the value of each component

desired. Therefore, their cut-off frequency may be the lowest practical filter order chosen to
avoid long delays. Second-order Butterworth filters set to 15 Hz were used but other types
of filters may be further analyzed. The overall filtering process is presented in Figure 11.

A

WRSG

A A

Lowpass
Filter

Lowpass
Filter

Lowpass
Filter

Lowpass
Filter

d
q

d
q

ii

i i

i i

f np

Figure 11. Proposed turn fault detection algorithm using the geometric loci of the harmonic compo-
nents. The fault is detected if they move out of the specified region.

5.2. Fault Detection Using the Geometric Loci of the Harmonic Components

Figure 11 illustrates the fault detection scheme using the filtered variables. After iso-
lating the characteristic harmonics through the described filters, they are used to detect the
fault occurrence. The geometric loci of the components I−dq, I3

dq, I2
f and I1

np are used: I−d ×
I−q , I3

d × I3
q , I2

f ,sin × I2
f ,cos and I1

np,sin × I1
np,cos. This approach is chosen instead of using only

the module of the components, enhancing the detection sensibility.
Under healthy conditions, there are no characteristic harmonics; so, the geometric loci

are near the origin. Ideally, it should be located in the origin, but machines have intrinsic
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imbalance and non-fundamental harmonics [21]; therefore, the components have near zero
value. When a turn fault occurs, there are harmonics and each geometric locus moves
farther from the origin. This behavior is used to detect the fault occurrence: the Normal
Operation Regions (NORs) are delimited and, when the geometric locus of a component
moves off its respective NOR, a trip variable is activated.

Different shapes can be used to delimit the NOR for a component Im
xy, and the cir-

cumference is used here. For a given NOR cm
xy with radius cm

xy, r and center defined by
coordinates cm

xy, x and cm
xy, y, the respective trip variable (Tm

xy) is calculated as in (28).

Tm
xy =

{
1, (Im

xy, x− cm
xy, x)2 + (Im

xy, y− cm
xy, y)2 > cm

xy, r2

0, (Im
xy, x− cm

xy, x)2 + (Im
xy, y− cm

xy, y)2 ≤ cm
xy, r2 (28)

The NOR settings may be made empirically to meet the respective WRSG characteris-
tics and cover the normal operation changes in the system. The procedure for setting the
NOR using the experimental data is described in the following section. The precise machine
and converter simulation can be performed using the equations presented in Section 2.1,
sparing the need for the experimental data for the NOR settings.

6. Setting and Evaluation

The proposed fault detection method was evaluated in this section using data gathered
from the experimental setup described in Section 4. Firstly, the NOR were defined for the
healthy WRSG by varying the operating point and monitoring the geometric locus route of
each component during the variations, as illustrated in Figure 12. Table 2 summarizes the
NOR settings obtained using the experimental setup. This procedure may be performed
offline using simulations of the machine if empirical data are not available.
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Figure 12. Normal operation region definition: mechanical torque and speed steps are used to
determine the normal variation of each geometric locus.
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Table 2. Normal operation region settings for the experimental setup.

cm
xy, x (A) cm

xy, y (A) cm
xy, r (A)

c−dq −0.03 0.04 0.05
c3

dq 0.005 0.007 0.035
c2

f −0.0021 0.002 0.004
c1

np 0.004 −0.005 0.025

Figure 13 illustrates the operation of the proposed method using the NOR settings
in Table 2. Under healthy conditions, with the generator operating at Iq = 6 A, the geometric
locus of each component remains inside its respective limited region (NOR). Then, an IB
fault is applied using taps D10 and D23 (Figure 9 shows their location) and the geometric
loci of all the components move outside the NOR.

During the Iq variations under healthy conditions, there is no trip variable activated,
as the geometric loci remained inside the NOR; however, when there is an IB fault, they all
leave the respective NOR and all the trip variables are activated. In this case, it is observed
that approximately 24 ms is required for activation of the trip variables.
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Figure 13. Evaluation of the proposed technique using experimental data of an IB fault case. Fault
occurrence is detected in the four variables.

7. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis was performed using experimental data in order to incorporate
the influence of noise found in real equipment operation; the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
verified for the measurements is 50 dB. Some fault cases were defined to evaluate these
variables for faults in different locations and involving different portions of the stator
winding, which are listed in Table 3. For most of them, the WRSG operated at Iq = 6 A
and ω = 377 rad/s to establish the same conditions for comparison. Seven cases with
off-nominal speeds were included to evaluate the performance in different operation points.
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Resistors were used to limit the fault current close to the WRSG nominal current to avoid
winding damages.

Table 3. Fault cases used for the experimental evaluation.

Case Type Dxx Dyy Torque
(p.u.)

Speed
(rad/s)

R f ault
(Ω)

1 IB D23 D10 1.0 377 11.32
2 PTP D09 D02 1.0 377 11.32
3 IT D17 D20 1.0 377 2.83
4 IT D13 D16 1.0 377 2.83
5 IT D05 D08 1.0 377 2.83
6 IB D07 D04 1.0 377 2.83
7 IT D06 D07 1.0 377 2.83
8 IT D02 D03 1.0 377 2.83
9 IT D18 D19 1.0 377 2.83

10 IT D14 D15 1.0 377 2.83
11 PTP D23 D05 1.0 377 33.9
12 IB D11 D22 1.0 377 11.32
13 IT D04 D01 1.0 377 2.83
14 IB D21 D12 0.6 300 11.32
15 PTP D23 D05 0.6 200 33.9
16 IT D08 D05 1.0 400 2.83
17 IB D19 D16 1.0 400 2.83
18 IB D19 D16 0.4 150 2.83
19 PTP D09 D03 1.0 400 11.32
20 PTP D09 D03 0.4 150 11.32

In order to facilitate the evaluation for different cases and avoid using many figures
to illustrate each one, the maximum values reached by the geometric loci of the currents
in the presented cases is used. The maximum value found for a given component Im

xy is
normalized in relation to its respective NOR (cm

xy) radius according to (29).

Im
xy

cm
xy, r

=

√
(Im

xy, x− cm
xy, x)2 + (Im

xy, y− cm
xy, y)2

cm
xy, r

(29)

Table 4 summarizes the results obtained for all cases described in Table 3. The higher
the value, the greater the displacement of geometric locus and the more severe the fault
can be considered. Values smaller than the unit indicate that the locus remained within the
NOR and there is no activation of the respective trip variable.

The maximum displacements occurred in the first case, reaching more than 10 times
the radius in all variables, while the minimum occurred in cases 7 to 10, in which most
variables had displacement of less than one radius, which means they remained within the
defined circumference. In cases 2 and 3, the displacements are around two and three times
the radius, respectively.

In cases 4 and 5, the fault conditions are similar to case 3, i.e., IT faults that involve
about 1/8 of a branch with the same fault resistance. In these cases, the geometric path
reached up to 2.41 radius in the fifth case.

Fault conditions of cases 6 and 12 are similar to the first: they are IB faults in phase
a but the results are different due to the fault resistance and taps involved. Thus, the dis-
placement in relation to the normal region is smaller for case 6, which involves taps located
close to the neutral. In cases 1 and 12, the taps are closer to the phase terminal and larger
displacements are verified.

The PTP fault in case 11 is the second most severe, where the points moved further
away from the defined region, reaching 7 to 10 radius. For cases 7 to 10, in which the faults
are IT involving 7.4% of a branch of a phase, the maximum point reached is 1.59 radius.
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Table 4. Maximum values reached by the geometric loci for the cases in Table 3.

Case |I−dq|max

c−dq ,r

|I3
dq|max

c3
dq ,r

|I2
f |max

c2
f ,r

|I1
np|max

c1
np ,r

1 12.1283 12.8792 14.8700 10.3241
2 3.3386 3.2595 4.0791 2.5222
3 2.2520 2.4654 2.6050 1.9116
4 1.5402 2.3716 2.1535 1.4323
5 2.4132 2.3035 2.4108 1.8197
6 3.0348 3.6500 3.4579 2.3404
7 0.8282 1.1625 0.6816 1.0592
8 1.0930 0.9202 1.1006 0.3958
9 0.7934 1.0351 0.8538 1.0949
10 1.1972 1.5911 1.5480 0.6593
11 8.6048 8.1749 10.6074 7.8139
12 5.2251 6.5380 7.0963 2.3219
13 1.2712 2.4568 2.7450 1.1200
14 3.1536 3.1238 4.7935 1.4750
15 4.2497 4.2167 7.7756 3.5455
16 3.4231 1.3206 3.0650 1.6953
17 1.9713 1.2127 1.3584 1.7087
18 1.5601 0.9304 0.9821 0.6263
19 1.3246 1.2495 1.5018 1.5098
20 1.2996 0.7949 1.6663 0.4896

Cases 14 to 16 indicate that different operating points lead to changes in the maximum
geometric loci achieved during the fault. Despite these changes, the method used here is
able to isolate the desired harmonics of all the considered currents and detect the faults in
these conditions.

Less severe IB and PTP faults were defined in cases 17 to 20. It can be noted that the
fault is detected in most cases, except for the faults applied with low speed (150 rad/s).

8. Activation Times

After evaluating the excursion of the geometric locus, which indicates if the respective
trip variable activates, the time required to detect each fault case is analyzed. Table 5
summarizes the activation times obtained for the cases considered. The values were
calculated by subtracting the time instant in which the variables Tm

xy change to 1 from the
time instant the fault is applied. Figure 13, for example, illustrates the time required for the
proposed method to detect the fault in Case 1 given in Table 3.

By comparing the results presented in Tables 4 and 5, it can be observed that the
activation time is related to the maximum geometric locus displacement during the fault.
Fault cases that cause larger geometric locus displacement are detected more quickly than
the ones with shorter displacement. Furthermore, if the components do not leave the NOR,
there is no activation, which is represented by ∞ in Table 5.

The quickest activation is verified in the first case, around 24 ms for components
I−dq and I1

np, 25.2 ms for I3
dq and 28.7 ms for I2

f . In this case, the geometric locus of each
component displaced more than 10× the radius of the respective NOR; thus, they moved
off the NOR more quickly than verified in cases with shorter displacement. For cases with
displacement close to the NOR radius, the activation time was higher than 100 ms.

Therefore, the activation of the trip variables has an intrinsic inverse time behavior
because faults that move the components further from the NOR are identified faster than
the ones that do not. The results presented here also show that these trip variables may be
combined to ensure proper detection of fault cases.
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Table 5. Time required to detect the fault cases in Table 3 in milliseconds.

Case T−dq T3
dq T2

f T1
np

1 24 25.2 28.7 24
2 73.2 58 55.2 73.7
3 38.1 65.1 59.6 96.1
4 161.5 70 107.5 127.8
5 39.1 82.6 89.1 99.1
6 38.6 62.9 67.6 61.9
7 ∞ 133 ∞ 108
8 122.9 ∞ 155.6 ∞
9 ∞ ∞ ∞ 103.4
10 102.1 103.6 86.4 ∞
11 29.7 45 34.7 29
12 56.7 33.7 47.5 75.2
13 152.2 90.3 78.7 167.7
14 135.1 135 132.9 183
15 109 141.2 104.8 148.5
16 106.8 164.1 142 172.5
17 113.2 107.1 99.53 145.5
18 127.5 ∞ ∞ ∞
19 100.3 97.4 131.6 113.9
20 141.7 ∞ 104.3 ∞

Improvements can be made in the NOR setting to make the method more sensitive
and enable fault detection of cases in which the trip variables do not activate with the
shape and size used here. Nevertheless, increasing the sensitivity may lead to improper
activation while normal operating conditions change. Furthermore, other types of filters
may be evaluated to improve the overall operation of the proposed technique.

9. Selectivity Analysis

One of the aspects that needs to be evaluated is the selectivity for internal and external
faults. The protection of the variable-speed machine may be divided into zones: Zone 1
is related to faults on the AC side of the grid-connected converter; Zone 2 to faults on
the DC link; and Zone 3 on the AC side of the generator connected converter, including
faults inside the generator [38]. In order to guarantee the selectivity, the aforementioned
variables should stay within the NOR for faults in Zones 1 and 2. If the variables do not
show intrinsic selectivity, a blocking logic or time coordination method must be applied.

Zone 2 faults lead to VDC sag and generator acceleration. These faults should be
detected by specific protection devices and are not within the scope of this paper. Zone 1
faults may involve one, two or three phases and the ground; the asymmetric ones cause
negative and zero sequence currents on the AC side, which lead to active power and VDC
oscillations with second harmonic content.

This section presents a simulation-based analysis of the variables behavior under VDC
oscillation caused by a phase fault in the grid. Figure 14 illustrates the VDC considered for
the test and each variable response. The same generator and converters used in Section 3
are considered.

It can be observed that the oscillation does not affect the Idq and I f variables. However,
as described in Section 2.1, Inp is directly related to the VDC (Vp and Vn), so the VDC
oscillation impacts it; therefore, this variable is not selective. Improper activation during
Zone 1 events may be blocked if VDC oscillation is detected or if a specific Zone 1 protection
device is activated.

It is important to emphasize that Zone 1 faults should be detected and mitigated by
specific protection devices [38], which are not within the scope of this paper.
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Figure 14. Trip variables activation during Zone 1 events.

10. Robustness to Sensor Loss and Noises

The proposed technique depends directly on the integrity of the current measurements.
Therefore, sensor loss will cause improper actuation of the trip variables. For example,
if the phase a sensor is lost, the currents Iabc are imbalanced and the variable T−dq is activated;

T1
np is not activated because the real currents are balanced. Moreover, distortions on the

sensors would affect T3
dq and T2

f . It is important to emphasize that the measurements used
for fault detection are the same as those used for controlling purposes, which also depend
on measurement integrity.

Regarding the effects of noise, the proposed algorithm was tested using an experimen-
tal setup in which the SNR verified for the measurements is 50 dB. Therefore, the method
tolerates noise but smaller SNR values may cause improper activation of the trip variables.

11. Evaluation on a Simulated 4.5 MW WRSG

An WRSG was simulated in order to evaluate the feasibility of the variables to detect
stator winding faults, especially for high-power applications. Therefore, the machine
described in [39] was used—a 4.5 MW WRSG with ten poles, 6 kV of nominal voltage,
50 Hz of nominal frequency and 295 A of nominal field current. This machine has one
branch per phase; so, only IT and PTP faults may occur. An IT fault involving one of the
coils of phase a was defined, where R f ault = 0.01 Ω was considered to avoid numerical
instability. The generator, 3LNPC and control loops were simulated using the equations
presented in Section 2.1. The NOR setting was performed via simulation, following the
procedure described in Section 6. Table 6 summarizes the NOR settings.

Table 6. Normal operation region settings for the 4.5 MW WRSG.

cm
xy, x (A) cm

xy, y (A) cm
xy, r (A)

c−dq 0 0 5
c3

dq 0.5 0.5 0.5
c2

f 0 1 1
c1

np 0 0 0.25

Figure 15 illustrates the result of the simulation and the fault detection technique for
an IT fault in phase a. It is noted that, without the fault occurrence, the variables remain
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inside the NOR and, when there is a fault, they move outside the NOR, tripping the fault
indication. For this fault case, the activation times varied between 15 ms and 50 ms, where
T1

np was the fastest and T3
dq the slowest. Therefore, the harmonics verified during faults

between turns in the WRSG used on the experimental setup also occur in larger machines
and can be monitored using the proposed technique.
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Figure 15. Evaluation of the proposed technique for an IT fault case in a 4.5 MW WRSG. The fault
occurrence is detected in the four variables.

In addition to the IT fault case illustrated in Figure 15, the five fault cases presented
in Table 7 were used to evaluate sensitivity and activation times. In Table 7, Dxx and Dyy
denote the position of turns involved in the fault. This is different from the experimental
setup as there are no discrete taps; thus, the percentage of the respective winding is used to
describe its location. R f ault = 0.01 Ω was considered for all the cases.

The maximum value found for a given component Im
xy was calculated for each fault

case using (29). The results are summarized in Table 8. The highest values were verified for
the I1

np for all the cases considered in Table 7. It is noted that the values of all the variables
are greater than one, which means that the fault is detected. The maximum values depend
on the speed of the WRSG.

The activation times for the same fault cases are presented in Table 9. It can be
observed that the faults were detected by the four variables and the times varied between
10 and 40 ms.

Table 7. Turn fault cases used for the 4.5 MW WRSG.

Case Type (Phase) Dxx (%) Dyy (%) Torque
(p.u.)

Speed
(rad/s)

1 IT (a) 90% 80% 1.0 377
2 IT (a) 90% 80% 1.0 400
3 IT (a) 90% 80% 0.5 150
4 PTP (ac) 50% 50% 1.0 377
5 PTP (ac) 50% 50% 0.5 150
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Table 8. Maximum values reached by the geometric loci for the 4.5 MW WRSG.

Case |I−dq|max

c−dq ,r

|I3
dq|max

c3
dq ,r

|I2
f |max

c2
f ,r

|I1
np|max

c1
np ,r

1 8.57 15.72 12.81 81.43
2 10.36 14.42 16.33 95.33
3 5.26 8.54 7.97 66.68
4 15.22 23.72 21.35 143.34
5 13.15 11.56 14.11 81.97

Table 9. Activation time of the trip variables for the 4.5 MW WRSG in milliseconds.

Case T−dq T3
dq T2

f T1
np

1 49 62.1 37.7 12.7
2 46.2 65.8 32 11.3
3 68.1 85.35 46.2 16.1
4 41.5 57.4 27.25 10.15
5 53.1 72.6 39.4 11.5

12. Conclusions

This paper presented an analysis of some current harmonic components as indica-
tors of faults between stator winding turns of a variable-speed WRSG and described an
algorithm for filtering these components under variable speeds and detecting the fault.
A WRSG controlled by a back-to-back VSC converter was considered and the described
approach evaluated with simulations, real converters and a generator. The results of the
previous sections show that the filtering and detection algorithms are able to operate under
different operation conditions and identify most of the fault types considered. As found
in other methods proposed in the literature, there are faults that are not detected. Overall,
faults involving more than 5% of the winding are detected by all the components studied.

Spectral analysis of the NPC neutral current when there is an internal fault in the
machine is not documented in the literature. The cases presented here show that if this
current is measured, its fundamental frequency component is able to detect faults in the
machine. However, this variable is not selective.

Using these components to classify and locate the fault requires further analysis of
the arrangement of the machine stator winding, as it defines the inductance (hence, the
coupling) between the faulted winding and the healthy.

As future work, we suggest the following: studies to evaluate the use of geometric
loci trajectory for fault classification and location; adaptation of the method described
in this paper for multi-phase machines; evaluation of dynamic setting of the normal
operation region in order to improve the sensitivity of the technique; evaluation of different
types of filters to isolate the selected components; combining the proposed method with
artificial intelligence techniques to improve fault detection and classification. Furthermore,
comparative studies between traditional protection devices and current signature analysis
may be performed.
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